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LTC Eastbourne
a beautiful place to learn english

eastbourne
LTC Ladies’ College of English opened in September 1954 with just 19
students. It was a type of finishing school whose curriculum included
not just English but also British culture, history and literature,
secretarial skills, dancing, pianoforte, art, horse riding, tennis,
swimming and medical gymnastics. The college also accepted “English
girls”, though we don’t know how many they were able to recruit.

The 1980s were a successful period. LTC
secured British Council accreditation in
1985 and its summer courses grew so much
that they had to open three more summer
centres, one in Eastbourne and two nearby.

There have been enormous changes to LTC
Eastbourne in the last 60 years, both in
the nature of its courses and the type of
student it attracts. But what has never
changed is what makes the school unique:
quality courses and high standards of service
in a charming and delightful location.

1954

However, Linguaphone closed down LTC’s
original Oxford Street school in 1978 following
a massive increase in its rent. Four years
later they pulled out altogether and LTC
was taken over by one of its managers, John
Aldridge. Under him, the college continued
to evolve into a more conventional language
school that admitted male students, though
initially only for the summer courses.

Following the collapse of GEOS in 2010, LTC
became independent as the headquarters
of Language Teaching Centres UK, which also
includes the former GEOS schools in London
and Brighton. The intervening years have been
a busy period that has seen certification by
the Independent Schools Inspectorate for the
first time and the acquisition of three new
classrooms in the stable courtyard.

1965

In 1965 LTC was bought by Linguaphone, a
company famous for its self-study language
courses. The Ladies’ College expanded,
acquiring new classrooms and bedrooms in
the Almond Wing.

This was a period of investment and growth.
By 2008 it was necessary to partition some
of the larger classrooms and to hire rooms
outside the college during the busy summer
months. This was also the time when the
school recruited a number of loyal agents
and group leaders who continue to work with
LTC to this day.

LTC Ladies’
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English opens
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LTC is owned
by Linguaphone
for the next
17 years

1985

Most students stayed for one or later two
academic years. They lived under a strict
regime that included a late afternoon
curfew. However, many old girls from that
era have told us that the years they spent
here were among the happiest of their lives.

In 1997 the college was rescued by another
Japanese organisation, the language school
chain GEOS, and its fortunes revived. LTC was
by now fully co-educational and specialised in
three types of course: year-round General
English and exam preparation, a summer
school for young learners and closed group
courses throughout the year. The residence
was only used for young learners.
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by the British
Council for the
first time

1997

LTC took control of Compton Place six
months before the Ladies’ College opened.
They turned the old kitchen into a dining
hall and partitioned many of the servants’
bedrooms on the top floor to create the
dormitories we have today. The rooms
which are now upstairs classrooms also
served as dormitories.

After LTC was sold to a Japanese company
in 1989, it entered difficult times. Its new
owners seemed to show little interest in it
and refused to invest in either marketing
or infrastructure. The Principal left in 1992
and the Director of Studies four years later.
Neither of them was replaced.

LTC becomes
part of the GEOS
international
network

2010

The Ladies’ College was a branch of the
Language Tuition Centre, which had opened in
Oxford Street in London three years earlier.
The original LTC was a high-class language
school and many of its clients were diplomats
or senior business people.

LTC becomes the
HQ of Language
Teaching Centres
UK
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Language Teaching Centre Eastbourne
Compton Park, Compton Place Road, Eastbourne,
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